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Moving with purpose and direction: transcription factor
movement and cell fate determination revisited
Shyam Gundu, Naheed Tabassum and Ikram Blilou

Cell diversity in a multicellular organism relies on cell–cell

communication where cells must receive positional information

as input signals to adopt their proper cell fate in the right place

and at the right time. This process is achieved through

triggering signaling cascades that drive cellular changes during

development. In plants, signaling through mobile transcription

factors (TF) plays a central role in development. Rather than

acting cell-autonomously and exclusive to their expression

domains, many TFs move between cells and deploy regulatory

networks and cell type-specific effectors to achieve their

biological functions. Here, we highlight a few examples of

mobile TFs central to cell fate specification in Arabidopsis.
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Introduction
Understanding how a multicellular organism evolves from

a single cell remains one of the greatest challenges in

developmental biology. It is well established that multi-

cellularity relies on the coordination between cells and

where signaling through cell-to-cell communication is

key to cell diversity. In this process, information is trans-

ferred, received, and deployed to form tissues and organs.

An inducer cell elicits cell fate changes of the neighbor-

ing/responder cells [1,2��]. The latter cells can, in turn,

induce a new cascade of changes in their neighbors,

leading to the cellular diversity within the tissue [2��].
In animals, cell-to-cell communication during develop-

ment involves diffusible morphogen gradients, growth

factors, receptor tyrosine kinase in addition to diverse

pathways essential for transmitting positional information

that is perceived and interpreted to generate spatial

patterns [3–5] Furthermore, during embryogenesis, the

process of cell migration involves coordinated cell move-

ment which is essential for morphogenesis and organo-

genesis. In plants, unlike animals where organogenesis

occurs during embryogenesis, organs are formed only post

embryonically. In the absence of cell migration, morpho-

genesis, and organogenesis rely on effective signaling

throughout their lifecycle.

Plants have designed innovative modes of cell–cell sig-

naling by which cells deploy either apoplastic or sym-

plastic communication to efficiently transfer positional

information to specify cells and generate new tissues.

While the first use the extracellular space outside the

plasma membrane, the latter relies on the passage of

molecules through ‘pores’ termed Plasmodesmata (PD)

that connect the cytoplasm of two adjacent cells. Passage

of signaling molecules including transcription factors

through PD occurs using two modes [6]: (1) targeted

transport involving specific interactions with PD compo-

nents facilitating movement by altering their size exclu-

sion limit (SEL), (2) non-targeted transport functioning

by passive diffusion and limited by the endogenous SEL

[7–9]. The movement proteins (MPs) of plant viruses and

green fluorescent protein (GFP) are good examples of

targeted and non-targeted transport, respectively [7].

Here we focus primarily on cell–cell communication

through mobile transcription factors via PD and describe

their non-cell-autonomous function in regulating cell

type-specific gene expression, which is translated into

cell fate specification during pattern formation.

Directional movement of plant transcription
factors
In plants, several TFs have been shown to move between

cells. Although the biological relevance of movement is

unclear for a wide range of TFs, many others move with a

specific function during development. The maize home-

odomain protein KNOTTED1 (KN1) was the first TF

shown to move within the shoot apical meristem (SAM).

While KN1 protein was detected in the three layers (L1,

L2, and L3) forming the SAM, kn1 mRNA was excluded

from the L1 layer [10��,11]. A similar phenomenon was

reported in Antirrhinum, where the MADS-box TF

DEFICIENS (DEF) moves across layers in developing

flowers [12]. The MADS-box containing protein LEAFY

(LFY) in Arabidopsis is expressed in the floral meristem

and moves to adjacent layers when expressed from the

L1 layer [13]. However, in contrast to the targeted
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movement of most TF, LFY moves by diffusion and in a

non-targeted manner [7]. In this review, we will focus

only on a few mobile TFs with function in cell fate

specification, and we will classify them based on their

direction of movement (Figures 1 and 2, Table 1).

Moving rootward

During early embryogenesis, the zygote undergoes anticli-

naldivisionstogenerateanapicalandabasalcell.Theapical

cell undergoes a series of patterned divisions to form the

embryoproperwhile thebasalcelldividesseveral timesand

generate the suspensor. The TF MONOPTEROS (MP),

alsoknown as AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR 5 (ARF5), is

required for apical–basal patterning in the embryo, where it

acts to specify the hypophysis and to initiate the embryonic

root [14�,15,16].mpmutants fail todevelopanormalembryo

and do not form a root post-embryonically [15–17].

Although MP expression domain is excluded from the

hypophysis, when expressed only from embryonic cells,

MP was able to rescue the mutant phenotypes suggesting

that MP acts in a non-cell-autonomous fashion. The non-

mobile nature of MP suggested the existence of a down-

stream mobile signal, subsequently identified as TARGET
OF MONOPTEROS 7 (TMO7) [14�,18]. TMO7 is a basic

helix–loop–helix (bHLH) TF, which has been shown to

move from the pro-embryo to the hypophysis where it

regulates cell division and from the vasculature and QC

to the stem cells in the root meristem [14�,19��] (Figure 1a,

d). Analysis of TMO7 movement showed that similar to

many mobile TFs, both nuclear and cytoplasmic localiza-

tion is required for its movement. Inserting a nuclear

localization signal (NLS), or a nuclear export signal

(NES) to the protein, hampered its movement [19��].

Interestingly, the TMO7 movement is not only regulated

by its subcellular localization but also by post-transla-

tional modifications, namely by phosphorylation [19��]. It

remains to be established whether this post-translational

modification is a unique feature of TMO7 movement, or

it is a general, but poorly studied process for the regula-

tion of protein movement in plants. Protein mobility is

not restricted to TMO7, but it extends to its closest

homologs and redundant partners, the TMO7-like pro-

teins. They display similar localization patterns with

rootward direction.

In the SAM, the KNOX proteins, including KNAT1/

BREVIPEDICELLUS (BP) and SHOOT MERISTEM-

LESS (STM), are required for SAM maintenance and

were shown to move within the SAM [20]. While the

movement of STM was reported almost two decades ago

[21], the relevance of this movement has been revealed

only recently [22]. Disrupting the STM movement by

adding an NLS showed that STM trafficking is required

for normal development of the SAM through preventing

axillary meristem formation within the SAM during

embryogenesis, maintaining the size of the SAM, and

controlling genes specifying organ boundaries [22].

Moving shootward

In plants, the homeodomain transcription factor

WUSCHEL (WUS) moves shootward within the SAM

(Figure 1b). WUS mRNA localizes to the organizing center

(OC) [23], while the protein moves from the OC to the stem

cells via PD, where it activates the signaling peptide CLA-
VATA3 (CLV3) [24,25] (Figure 1b). CLV3, in turn, nega-

tively regulates WUS and hence, establishes a negative

feedback loop required for stem cell homeostasis within

theSAM[26].WUSmovement is requiredfor its functionin

the SAM, constraining the WUS movement by adding an

NLS or increasing its size by fusing it to 2xGFP revealed

that WUS expression in the stem cells is required for SAM

maintenance [25]. Protein sequence analysis of WUS iden-

tified multiple domains required for its movements. Two

evolutionary conserved regulatory domains located at the C

terminal region of WUS regulate its nuclear abundance. A

WUSbox, requiredforWUSnuclear retentionandanEAR-

like domain, ethylene-responsive element binding factor-

associated amphiphilic repression, promotes WUS nuclear

export [27]. These two opposite actions maintain WUS

nuclear equilibrium, with high levels of WUS in the rib

meristem (RM) and low in adjacent cells, respectively.

Another layer of regulation involves DNA binding, protein

homo-dimerization, protein stability, in addition to cytoki-

nin signaling [27]. Cytokinin modulates WUS stability

through the acidic domain and the WUS-box, both domains

were shown to be required for cytokinin response. Further,

in the absenceof cytokinin signaling, the WUS-box acts as a

degron signal in the central zone (CZ) and destabilizes

WUS. Thus, cytokinin stabilizes WUS in the RM to main-

taintheWUSgradientconcentrationrequiredforregulating

CLV3 expression [28].

CLV3 levels are also spatially regulated by the activity of

members of the GRAS domain TFs, HAIRY MERIS-

TEMs (HAMs). The association of WUS to HAM1 and

HAM2 proteins combined with the graded expression of

HAM proteins from the L3 layer to RM to maintain the

stem cells within the CZ of SAM [29,30]. The transcrip-

tional control exerted by WUS on its targets is also impor-

tant for maintaining the stem cell pool in the SAM [27], as

recent findings revealed that WUS controls its target genes

expression through histone modifications [31].

Moving outward

In the leaf, protein movement has not been extensively

studied, principally because of difficulties in performing

in vivo tissue imaging. These include hindrance by tissue

depth, low levels of endogenous expression combined

with high auto-fluorescence. One example of moving

transcriptional regulators in the leaf is the ANGUSTI-

FOLIA3 (AN3) protein, isolated as a GRF INTERACT-

ING FACTOR1 (GIF1); AN3 moves from the mesophyll

2 Cell signaling and gene regulation
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Figure 1
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Mobile transcription factors localization and directionality in different organs and tissues. (a) Schematic representation of Arabidopsis embryo,

colors indicate different tissue types; hypophysis (brown); vasculature (white); ground tissue (light pink); protoderm (light fuschia). The mobile TF

TMO7 moves from the vasculature to the hypophysis. SHR moves toward the hypophysis and to the ground tissue. (b) Scheme showing the SAM

with different layers and WUS moving from the OC to the stem cells. (c) Schematic representation of a leaf cross-section, with tissue types

colored: epidermis (light fuchsia), mesophyll cells (pastel green), bundle sheath (BS) (light pink) and vasculature (white). SHR moves from the

www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2020, 57:1–9



to epidermal cells [32] and controls cell proliferation in

leaf (Figure 1c). Impairing the AN3 movement decreases

leaf size and epidermal cell number [32]. AN3 is also

expressed in roots; however, no protein was detected

outside of its expression domain. These data indicate

some TF mobility is organ-dependent [32]. AN3 controls

cell proliferation in the leaf not only by moving from the

mesophyll cells to the epidermis but also by establishing a

gradient along the proximal–distal axis of the leaf [33�].
The combined activities of the cell-to-cell movement and

long-range gradient of AN3 contribute to leaf growth

[33�]. A similar example in the root meristem is the

PLETHORA proteins (PLT). Mähönen et al., showed

that PLT2 uses both movement and gradient distribution

to control root zonation and gravitropism in concert with

the growth regulator auxin [34]. With the combined

gradient and movement of PLT2 being relevant for

establishing root zonation, the next step would be to

resolve the mechanisms controlling PLT2 movement,

to identify the interacting partners contributing to this

process, and to determine the relevance of this regulation

in the context of root stem cell specification and meristem

zonation.

Lateral movement: focused on the root epidermis

A well-described system where cells use mobile TF to

specify cell fate is the root epidermis. In Arabidopsis roots,

the epidermis is composed of two cell types: hair and non-

hair cells. Specification of these two types within the root

is a good example illustrating the importance of positional

information during pattern formation. Within the epider-

mis, the R3 MYB domain-containing protein CAPRICE

(CPC) moves from the non-hair (N) to hair cells (H) to

promote hair cell fate in a process that involves protein–

protein interactions and transcriptional regulation [35,36]

(Figures 1e and 2c).

The root hair network complex comprising WERE-

WOLF (WER), TRANSPARENT TESTA GLABRA1

(TTG1), GLABRA (GL3) and ENHANCER OF GL3

(EGL3), accumulates in N cells and activates CPC and

GLABRA2 (GL2) [36], once CPC levels reach a given

threshold, the protein moves to the hair cells to inhibits

WER and GLABRA2 (GL2) to allow hair fate specification

[37] (Figure 2c). The GL3 protein acts as a positive

feedback loop by moving to N cell, generating more

GL2 and CPC; thus, stabilizing alternating cell fates

[37] (Figure 2c). While EGL3 acts by retaining CPC to

the nucleus of H cells [35].

Recently, CPC movement was shown to be regulated by

the receptor-like kinase, SCRAMBLED (SCM), and the

transmembrane protein QUIRKY (QKY). QKY associates

physically with SCM; the resulting complex stabilizes

SCM at the PD in the hair cells to facilitate CPC move-

ment from the N cells [38��] (Figure 2c). It would be

interesting to map the physical association of SCM–QKY

at the hair and non-hair positions and determine whether

this interaction is indeed required for CPC import to the

hair cells. This would establish whether QKY and SCM

associate directly and specifically at the hair cell position

despite their broad distribution throughout the root

meristem.

Bidirectional movement
Moving within the meristem: SHR

In the root meristem, the SHR-SCR-BIRD module

remains one of the best characterized regulatory networks

where the movement of the cell fate determinant SHR

from the vasculature to the outer tissues is associated with

the transfer of positional information [39,40��] (Figure 1a,

c, d, and e).

Reducing SHR movement either through (1) nuclear

retention in the stele [39,41] or (2) callose deposition

and hence plasmodesmata closure [42��] or (3) by reduc-

ing the activity of SHORT-ROOT INTERACTING

EMBRYONIC LETHAL’ (SIEL) [43]; disrupts both

ground tissue (cortex and endodermis) and vascular pat-

terning. Conversely, enhancing SHR movement across

the root tissues either by (1) increasing its levels [39,44],

or (2) bypassing SCR regulation through mutating the

BIRD proteins, JACKDAW (JKD) and BALDIBIS (BIB)

[45]. In all of these cases, increasing SHR movement

initiates new periclinal cell divisions in the ground tissue

forming supernumerary layers, inducing premature divi-

sions in the middle cortex, and destabilizing tissue

boundaries in the root meristem [39,44,45].

SHR movement is a good example where cell–cell com-

munication via TF movement instructs distinct cell fate

and generates cell diversity within the tissues. SHR forms

a ternary complex with SCR and the BIRD TF JKD in

the endodermis [46��] (Figure 2b). Mapping SHR associ-

ation with SCR and JKD revealed a conformational

switch in the ternary complex between the cell types is

key to distinct cell specification within the SCR-SHR-

JKD interacting domains. In the QC, SHR associates

4 Cell signaling and gene regulation

vasculature to BS while AN3 from the mesophyll cells to the epidermis. (d) Schematic representation of Arabidopsis root meristem. Tissue types

are depicted with different colors: lateral root cap (LRC, amethyst), columella, (Col, brown), vasculature (Vas, white), endodermis (En, light pink),

cortex (Co, Pastel green) and epidermis (Epi, light fuchsia). SHR moves from the vasculature to the QC, CEI, and endodermis. SCL23 moves from

the elongation zone rootward to the vascular initials and the QC. SCL23 has a bidirectional movement along the radial axis. SCL23 moves from

the cortex to the endodermis and from the elongation zone to the meristem. TMO7 and TMO7L move from the vascular initials to the QC and

columella. WOX5 moves rootward to the QC and shootward to the vascular initials. (e) Scheme of a root cross-section showing the movement of

SHR from the vasculature to the endodermis and CPC to the hair cells, (f) Scheme of a root cross-section showing bidirectional SCL23

movement.

Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2020, 57:1–9 www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Graphical representation of mobile TFs and their mode of action. (a) Scheme depicting the QC vascular and columella initials; TMO7 and TMO7L

(T7) move rootward in the root from the vasculature to the QC and the columella. SHR moves from the vasculature to the QC where it binds to

JKD and SCR and activates WOX5 to specify the QC. WOX5 moves rootward and represses CDF4 in the columella stem cells (CSC) to maintain

stem cell states. WOX5 also moves shootward to the vascular initials and represses SHR. (b) Scheme depicting vascular and ground tissue cells.

SHR moves from the vasculature to the endodermis, where it is retained in the nucleus through interaction with SCR and JKD. SCL23 protein

www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2020, 57:1–9



predominantly with JKD, while in the cortex/endodermis

stem cells, SHR binds more efficiently to SCR. In the

endodermis, SHR interacts less with both JKD and SCR,

but SCR associates more with JKD (Figure 2a and b).

SHR also moves from the endodermis and the QC back to

the vasculature [47��], while the relevance of this move-

ment is yet to be evaluated, recent analysis on SHR

stoichiometry provided relevant insights into the complex

regulatory modules involved in maintaining the robust

control of divisions in the vascular initials and the QC

[48�]. Another layer of complexity arises in determining

how additional interacting partners fit into the existing

map. One example is the RETINOBLASTOMA

RELATED (RBR) protein, which interacts with SCR

to confine asymmetric cell division to the cortex–endo-

dermal stem cell daughter [49].

SHR also moves into the phloem pole and promotes asym-

metric cell division in phloem sieve elements through

activation of two NAC–domain TFs, NARS1 (NAC-REG-

ULATED SEED MORPHOLOGY 1; ANAC056) and

SND2 (SECONDARY WALL-ASSOCIATED NAC

DOMAIN PROTEIN 2; ANAC073) [50�]. The next step

will be to complete the interaction map, includingRBR and

other BIRD proteins, and dissect the contribution of these

complexes to cell fate specification in roots.

In addition to moving within the root meristem in Arabi-
dopsis, SHR also moves in leaves from the vasculature to

specify the outer bundle sheath layer [51,52] (Figure 1c).

While the mechanisms of SHR movement regulation in

the roots have been well studied, in the bundle sheath, it

is still unclear whether the regulation of SHR mobility

involves the same players. For instance, in the root,

nuclear retention of SHR through physical association

with SCR and the BIRD proteins is critical for regulating

SHR mobility and endodermal specification; it remains to

be established whether a similar scenario takes place in

the leaves to specify the bundle sheath. Determining

whether BIRD proteins are expressed in leaves, their

spatial localization, identification of their interacting part-

ners, and whether their mutants have phenotypes in

leaves will reveal whether the SHR-SCR-BIRD network

has a similar function in leaves as it does in the root.

CPC, similar to SHR, moves from the vasculature out-

ward, and also associates physically interact with SIEL.

Expression analysis of CPC during embryogenesis

revealed a dynamic expression pattern. CPC expression

is initiated primarily in the outer layers and becomes

restricted to the vasculature of the hypocotyl at the

torpedo stage [53]. It would be interesting to assess the

relevance of CPC-SIEL interaction in the context of CPC

movement regulation and to study CPC movement func-

tion and regulation during early development.

Moving within and outside the meristem: SCL23

Another mobile TF with a particular mode of movement

is the GRAS domain-containing protein SCARECROW-

LIKE23 (SCL23), the closest homolog to SCR. SCL23 is

expressed in cortex and endodermis in a few cells above

the QC, the meristematic region, and from the elongation

zone shootward, and it is excluded from the rest of the

meristem [54]. Endogenous SCL23 moves from the outer

layers toward the stele and from the elongation zone

rootward the meristem [54] (Figure 1d and f). SCL23
expression is induced by SHR, and the protein interacts

with both SCR and SHR. Also, SCR and SCL23 act

redundantly to specify the endodermis in the root through

regulating SHR movement [54] (Figure 2b). However,

unlike SHR where the major interacting partners and

their contribution to the functional movement have been

extensively studied, it is still unclear how SCL23 associ-

ates with SCR, SHR, and other potential partners along

the radial and the longitudinal root axis. Interaction of

SCL23 with SHR in the vasculature might hinder its

outward movement. Yet it remains to be determined

6 Cell signaling and gene regulation

Table 1

List of mobile TFs discussed in this review

TFs Direction Organ References

TMO7 Lower tier of proembryo to

hypophysis

Embryo [14�]

TMO7-

like

Root meristem to root cap Root [19��]

WOX5 Quiescence center to CSC and

xylem initials

Root [55]

SHR Bidirectional: stele to endodermis

and vice-versa, rootward to QC

and shootward to vasculature

Root [40��,47��]

SCL23 Rootward and bidirectional Root [54]

PLT Root meristem to neighboring cells Root [34]

CPC Stele and non-hair to hair cell Root [56]

GL3 Hair to non-hair cell Root

epidermis

[37]

WUS Organizing center to stem cells Shoot [25]

KNAT1 L1 to either L2 or L3 Shoot [20]

STM Within the shoot meristem Shoot [20]

AN3 Mesophyll to epidermal cells Leaf [32]

LFY L1 to adjacent layers Floral [13]

might bind to SHR in the vasculature, while SCL23 mRNA is regulated by SHR and SCR plausibly in the endodermis. (c) Scheme showing cells of

the cortex and epidermis where regulatory network controlling root hair patterning is operating. CPC expressed in N cells moves to H cells while

GL3 moves from H cells to N cells. JKD acts non-cell autonomously to promote hair cells by regulating SCM action. SCM binds to its partner

QKY; the interaction stabilizes SCM at the plasma membrane at the hair cells. SCM complex reduces WER levels in the hair cells and prevents

GL2 expression leading to the specification of hair cell fate. High levels of WER in the non-hair cells induce GL2 expression to specify the non-hair

cell fate.

Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2020, 57:1–9 www.sciencedirect.com



whether SCL23 movement is relevant to instruct the

recipient cells to adopt a specific cell fate.

Moving rootward and shootward

The stem cell regulator WUSCHEL HOMEOBOX 5

(WOX5) displays both rootward and shootward move-

ment within the root stem cell niche [50�,55] (Figures 1d

and 2a). WOX5 rootward movement from the QC to the

columella stem cells, reduces the activity of the differen-

tiation factor, CYCLING DOF FACTOR 4 (CDF4)
(Figure 2a). This establishes a gradient where low CDF
levels maintain the QC and stem cell states in the niche

and high levels of CDF induce differentiation of the

columella stem cell daughter cells outside the niche

[55]. WOX5 shootward movement has recently been

described to reduce SHR levels in the vascular initials

[50�]. Both WOX5 and SEUSS were identified as

upstream regulators of SHR [48�]; while WOX5 reduces

SHR levels, SEUSS is suggested to contrast WOX5 action

by increasing SHR levels in the same cells [48�]. The bi-

directional movement of WOX5 and SHR portrays an

extensive regulation within the stem cell niche where

more components act in concert to maintain the stem cell

homeostasis within the root meristem.

Concluding remarks
Cell fate acquisition results from the integration of a

myriad of signals where cell–cell communication is essen-

tial especially in plants where cells are surrounded by a

rigid cell wall. Intercellular communication through

mobile TFs is one of the strategies that plants have

evolved to overcome this barrier. Here we have

highlighted a few examples of TF where movement is

linked to cell fate determination. While many mobile

TFs act directly and only at the recipient cells, others

establish gradient to define cell-type-specific patterns in a

concentration-dependent manner. Both cases, achieve

their function through orchestrating a well-designed

and tightly controlled program involving transcriptional

cascades and feedback loops that shape development and

instruct each cell with its corresponding fate.

It remains still unclear what dictates the mode of mobility

and directionality of these TFs, and what regulates their

movement. The barcodes could be an organ, tissue, and or

protein size, sequence in addition to post-translational

modifications. A few mechanisms can explain the regula-

tion of TF movements like callose deposition at the PD

leading to their closure, protein oligomerization leading to

increasing the size or post-translational modifications that

include phosphorylation and protein degradation.

The revolution in fluorescence imaging technologies,

including the recent advances in fluorescence spectros-

copy is offering an attractive and strategic approach that

enables mapping and quantifying protein movement,

associations, and stoichiometry non-invasively in living

plant tissues and under their physiological conditions

[46��,47��,48�]. These technologies despites their avail-

abilities, the prevalence of omics technologies has noto-

riously distracted and secluded many research tracks

including addressing and understanding the relevance

of protein mobility in pattern formation.
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